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One of North America’s most innovative magazines that bridges the gap between professional contractors
and homeowners have just announced who they will be featuring as their next cover story.
HOSS Magazine will feature The Timber Kings of Pioneer Log Homes of BC. The popular log home builders
team – dynamic and personal in every sense – landed on the cover, and inside they are featured extensively
with an in-depth story and plenty of eye-catching images.
The cottage issue will hit the newsstands on June 22, 2015.
Sean Rice, the publisher of HOSS Magazine, is elated to have the Timber Kings crew on the magazine’s next
cover.
“The Timber Kings are real, they are lively and they are known pros when it comes to building fascinating log
homes that last over 300 years,” says Rice. “The homes they build are showstoppers, incredible on every
level and we are thrilled to feature them to our audience in Canada and the USA.”
The Timber Kings are now the Number 1 show on HGTV and have a massive following across North
America.
Brian Reid Senior and Joel Roorda of The Timber Kings have already been to Russia to build monstrous log
homes.
This fall Joel will be heading to Kazakhstan and will be blogging daily with reports on the log homes he will be
building and he will highlight the people and interesting events he encounters along the way – all while giving
exclusivity to HOSS Magazine.
Rice indicates that this is the first time his publication is giving the public and media a sneak peek at the
magazine before it hits the newsstands.
“We are giving the media exclusive access to The Timber Kings,” says Rice. “And what a story it is they have
to tell. They are the best and most-watched show on HGTV and we want to share our story early to get the
buzz out there and most of all highlight why they are so popular. These guys are innovative, cutting-edge,
brilliant, open minded and down to earth – this is why they are a huge TV hit and this is why we made them
our cover story.”
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